In her recent book Buffalo Gals (198x), Ursula LeGuin presents a collection of stories about our relation to nonhuman animals. Her work demonstrates the advances we have made in the sophistication of our accounts of such matters since Kipling's charming but homocentric and Just So Stories (19xx). LeGuin succeeds in walking a line between a sloppy identification which humanizes and homogenizes animals; and, an alienated and often cruel relation to animals. She at once respects the "space between us," that is the differentness of nonhuman animals from us, and our commonality, in the terms of my thesis here, our common, mutually accessible bodily experiencing. She does this by inviting us to "come into animal presence."
do so, while recognizing that our dwelling there as in all other presences, whether human-animal, human-human or human-divine, is necessarily imperfect.
In the less mythopoetic but nonetheless influential literature and practice of our own field we have not typically been interested in the experience of nonhuman animals. In fact, at least apparently, psychology got along for over a generation without interest even in human experience. Recently, there have been a number of calls to inaugurate (Nagel, Griffin, Burghardt), or really, reinaugurate (Grene) such a focus. But why should we be interested in an animal's presence or experiencing? In his paper on animal awareness (198x),
Burghardt states:
Let us retain an open-minded delight in animal abilities, a respect for what they may be experiencing, and a balance between skepticism and incredulity. And we must not forget, nor ignore, the use, or misuse, to which our findings will be put in the growing debate on the treatment of our fellow
creatures. (His emphasis).
There are three reasons there--delight or joy, respect, and impact on their welfare.
Of course, it is not only what we understand of animals, whether of their abilities or experiencing, that effects them; it is how we arrive at that understanding --our method. This paper describes a method in the form of a set of investigatory postures for the study of animals.
Following the suggestion of Ricoeur that we (and I would include nonhuman animals) are both subjects and objects, ( ), the method is necessarily a mixed one. ( ). It has three moves. The primary posture is one of kinesthetic empathy through which the investigator attempts to directly sense the motor intention or attitude or project of the animal. This emphasis on the investigator's bodily sensibility is an extension of an earlier effort of my own, which described a method based on bodily reflective modes. The empathic move is informed in two ways which, then, constitute the mixed methodology. The investigator reads relevant texts in both popular and scientific literature to arrive at an interpretation of the social construction of the animal under investigation. The reading must assess the presence of the social construction in the investigator's preconceptions and on the likely impact of the social construction on the actual experience of the animal.
Secondly, the investigator must become a historian of the individual animal or animals under study. In effect, he or she develops a biographical account. This also informs the attempts at kinesthetic empathy.
I present the method here through its application to the study of an individual dog. (The paper is long so I have opted to summarize the methodological discussion in the paper through a handout.)
To facilitate our coming into an animal's presence, I have brought my pet dog Sabaka with me here today. "Sabaka, come" (firm). "Sabaka, come!" (insistent).
Sabaka (the name comes from the Russian for dog) is a five year old male dog, of mixed breed. He has been in our household since he was about four weeks old, at which time we got him at a local animal shelter. He had been abandoned at a town dump.
Three months or so after he joined us, we obtained a second dog, a female collie mix, probably four years old, also from a shelter. We had decided on two dogs so that they would be company for each other. Undoubtedly influenced by the local Maine practice of keeping a dog outside even in winter, as a watchdog, we planned to raise these dogs primarily in an outdoor yard with a run joining a shed in the barn. Elkie, the collie, adopted Sabaka and the two were inseparable for about a year, when Elkie died from an illness contracted before we acquired her. That event changed our relation to Sabaka significantly, as I will describe. A second major event in Sabaka's life, in his third year, was our absence from the house for a six month period, during which time Sabaka was left with a housesitter.
With this background sketch, the remainder of the presentation here will be in the form of three vignettes describing Sabaka's behavior and reflections on that behavior.
In phenomenological terms, the description will move from concrete accounts of a particular dog's world to some of the structures of that umwelt.
1. In the interests of time, I will only summarize the first vignette sa the example is familiar to most pet owners and the reflections are in directions with which most of this audience is probably sympathetic. In it, I describe some of Sabaka's play with me --a game of chase and keep away which although apparently simple, really is quite intricate in the feints, out -of -bounds, timeouts, and particularly, in the complex repertoire of interactions between us --if he moves under the chair which is too low for me to follow and I go around to the left, then his move is such and such. Currently, Sabaka sleeps overnight on the landing, although I had originally intended for him to sleep outside.
When Elkie's premature death derailed that plan, slowly Sabaka moved to sleeping arrangements closer to us in a shed attached to the main house. However, during our six month stay abroad, we instructed the housesitter to let him sleep inside as she was away during the day, during which time he was outside, it was very cold at night, and we felt guilty at our absence from him.
Also, in retrospect, it is clear that there was a conflicting is not primarily anticipating, he is not thinking in our sense;
he is already arrived, he is at home.
Correlatively, his is a spatial identity. In contrast to a reflective self that is constituted and developed as a unity through and over time, his is a self constituted through association with a space. Sabaka's habitat is his self. The space he has and holds is his appropriated self. He is radically, ontologically place-dependent. His being is not a being in question; it is not continually thrown forward and resynthesized in and through temporal ekstases.
This peculiar ontological dependence on space is a vulnerability which has ethical implications for the practice of housing animals in cages in laboratory research.
3. I begin this third vignette/reflection with a set of apparently disconnected examples. When Sabaka has been given a special treat or has brought one in from outside--a bone or the like, and Zeke, the neighbor's dog, visits, Sabaka will growl at him even if the bone is nowhere in sight and has been left unattended for hours. Then he will maintain a position between the other dog and the bone, by aggressively snarling if necessary. However, more commonly, Zeke's arrival signals the beginning of play as an old sock long gathering dust suddenly becomes, once again, the vehicle for an extended tug-of-war.
While I eat breakfast Sabaka lies, not on the threshold of the dining room, but out in the hall leading to my study. for him reducible to place, so that his experience of checking on me has the same structure as checking to see if the landing is available? Or, is this posture not reducible to that related to place, but of a different, perhaps more originary, structure?
As it is for many of us, is, for Sabaks, the primary relationship "being okay" such that without that, he cannot play, or go for a walk, or even seek security of place in anything like the same way?
After sensing that it is "okay, Sabaka", does he walk away Sabaka, meaning consists of and is known through bodily experience. To understand the complex, intimate, and wonderful choreographies of that world, it is helpful for an investigator to assume a posture of bodily sensitivity to it--to kinesthetically empathize with Sabaka.
